'N-in-one' strategy for metabolite identification using a liquid chromatography/hybrid triple quadrupole linear ion trap instrument using multiple dependent product ion scans triggered with full mass scan.
This paper describes a new strategy that utilizes the fast trap mode scan of the hybrid triple quadrupole linear ion trap (QqQ(LIT)) for the identification of drug metabolites. The strategy uses information-dependent acquisition (IDA) where the enhanced mass scan (EMS), the trap mode full scan, was used as the survey scan to trigger multiple dependent enhanced product ion scans (EPI), the trap mode product ion scans. The single data file collected with this approach not only includes full scan data (the survey), but also product ion spectra rich in structural information. By extracting characteristic product ions from the dependent EPI chromatograms, we can provide nearly complete information for in vitro metabolites that otherwise would have to be obtained by multiple precursor ion scan (prec) and constant neutral loss (NL) analysis. This approach effectively overcomes the disadvantages of traditional prec and NL scans, namely the slow quadrupole scan speed, and possible mass shift. Using nefazodone (NEF) as the model compound, we demonstrated the effectiveness of this strategy by identifying 22 phase I metabolites in a single liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) run. In addition to the metabolites reported previously in the literature, seven new metabolites were identified and their chemical structures are proposed. The oxidative dechlorination biotransformation was also discovered which was not reported in previous literature for NEF. The strategy was further evaluated and worked well for the fast discovery setting when a ballistic gradient elution was used, as well as for a simulated in vivo setting when the incubated sample (phase I metabolites) was spiked to control human plasma extract and control human urine.